From The Central West
A very sudden change in temperature
means I no longer need the air con in the
shed. I am not a big fan of winter and it has
not even arrived yet (I do have some heat
lamps for painting). Hopefully it will not stop
us going out in our Morris Minors!
Cars & Coffee April Cars & Coffee was a
big event once again and this time I was
joined by the Mudgee car of Jandy & Colin
Dray, plus Lyn & John Hepburn, thus
making three cars in all. Sooner or later I will
get five or more.
John & Lyn's Traveller was a highlight
for the local paper's photographer and
ended up a double page spread. The most
Who said Morris Minor enthusiasts were
old? The little girl was a total stranger,
who came back 3 times. Her mother said
she loves old cars so I opened the
passenger door for her, also telling her in
the 60's she would have sat in the back
without a seat belt, so she tried that. On
her third trip back to my car she asked to
sit in the drivers seat.
It was a very nice experience.
John Ballard
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interesting event for me was a young girl
who came back three or four times to look at
my car; her parents said she just loved older
cars. Who said classic car enthusiasts are
old?
Hi John,
Great morning at Cars ’n Coffee. Now I know
what I’ve been missing!
Cheers
John Hepburn

Events
I would like to organise a local
Saturday run to Molong for morning tea, any
members interested in attending?

Members’ Cars Maree Adams was coming
to Cars & Coffee but found the car had no
brakes! What became of this I am unsure
but she does have a mechanic who knows
the car.
Robert Keen has had new door cards fitted
and is working on other areas. Incidentally,
he is after a good 4.55:1 diff. Anyone?

John Hepburn is improving his Traveller with
new fitments, the latest being a glass fuel
filter. I had one for a while; they can be
cleaned and are easy to fit - cost about $6
on ebay ( you need the ¼ inch one ).

John Ballard: For myself I am still working
on the ute but I did stop and fit the brake
switch relay as in the last magazine; in both
vehicles it was quite easy to do. If you need
some more explanation give me a call.
The Ute tub has gone to my brotherin-law who is a wizard with sheet metal,
having all the right machines. The inside is
being sheeted out with removable panels
plus all unwanted holes and dents removed.
Looking for bolts, I found a very comprehensive list of Morris Minor bolts, where
they go what thread and tension. I downloaded it and printed a copy for the shed
and the home office.
Upholstery: a small financial windfall
now sees me trying to order some trim and
carpets and I found a supplier in the UK on
eBay (again). My thoughts are it is well
priced and quality good so I will order this
week. His e-mail address is:
bobbyfettes@gmail.com
Tech Stuff At the moment I am bench
testing a simple hazard light system using
existing flasher and two diodes; so far it
works well so when drawn up it will go to our
editor.
Club Plates are available to qualifying
club members, both CVS & HVS and are a
great saving on registration costs. They do

come with conditions so if you need help
please contact me.
Cheers
John Ballard, Central West Coordinator
6882 7753 Mob 0418638036
jbdubbo@gmail.com
PS Barn find (well a shed anyway) some 15
years ago when my Minor knowledge was
limited, I was invited to look at some Morris
parts in a shed a few kilometres from here.
There were many, many parts: door,
bonnets, boot lids etc and two complete
cars. I was particularly interested in one
because it had twin carbies but did not like
the fact it had a 5 speed Celica gearbox.
After a lot of procrastination I went back and
it was all gone.
Recently, a call from a person down
the road to look at his car in the shed and,
low and behold, there was the car I had
looked at years before - and on closer
inspection it was an 1100cc Sprite motor
and Celica 5 speed.
Not sure what he paid for it but I was
talking $500. Lesson learned but perhaps a
new member; I did leave a magazine and
membership papers.

